
 

 

 

Job – Business Development and Sales Manager Shipping Agency 

Location – Fujairah, UAE. 

Main Responsibilities: 

 Driving profitable sales growth through acquiring new customers. 

 Achieving agreed sales target of the Shipping Agency.   

 Cold calling all vessel owners / charters on a daily basis. 

 Pro-actively identify and develop profitable new opportunities, through 

existing and potential clients to generate increased revenue and market share. 

Securing sales growth in line or above agreed targets 

 Identifying key growth sectors in the region. 

 Managing quotes and closing deals effectively and efficiently to successfully 

convert into revenue. 

 Responding to tenders and client requests in a timely manner. 

 Creating and maintaining KPIs to measure the performance and profitability. 

 Negotiating rates and service levels with customers. 

 Studying existing competitor solutions. 

 Maintaining a watch on industry developments within the region. 

 Collaborating closely with Ship Agency Managers and Business Heads to 

secure growth on existing business.  

 Being responsible to reach ambitious revenue targets in terms of customer 

portfolio as set by the Business. 

 Ensuring accurate and updated information in all respects in the company 

Database.  

 Developing sales activity plans and to be updated continuously.  

 Responsible for the collection of receivables for contractual port calls related 

to customers in own portfolio. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Knowledge and Skills required. 

 Bachelor Degree and relevant experience.  

 Mandatory prior experience from Ships Agency sales and operations. 

 In-depth knowledge of market, key players, competitors, customer needs and 

purchase drivers. 

 Experience in selling international offers and negotiating with customers.  

 Good negotiating, planning and organizational skills. 

 Winning new business and driving the sales with solo motivation is a must. 

 Good command over the English language. 

 High-level communication and presentation skills. 

 Proactive, self-starter, solutions orientated, individual proven track record of 

establishing and maintaining relationships with customers. 

 Ambitious and strong desire for success with a commercial mindset. 


